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a well-rounded concept
In addition to its core business with unions and valves,
SERTO rounds off its range with tubes and hoses and a wide
range of accessories which greatly exceed the usual installation tools and aids. So that nothing is missing from your pipe
system.
Lubricants, tube cutters, tools ranging from
manual pre-assembly studs to hydraulic
pre-assembly equipment are all items from
our range of accessories. We have a wide
range of products especially for fastening
and guiding tubes and hoses:
Bend clips
Since 2009 SERTO has supplied a bend clip
which was developed in-house. This bend
clip is made from fire retardant black plastic
(PA66). It consists of two half-shells, which
are clipped together. This ensures precise
guidance of hoses and prevents kinking. It
is also not possible for the clip to fall off. As
the bend clips were initially only available
with a 90° bend, SERTO now also offers
these clips with a 45° guide in
sizes 8 and 12. In addition, the
bend clips are not only available as single items, but also in packaging units of 500 half shells, i.e. 250 pairs.

Tube clamps
SERTO included a range of polypropylene tube clamps in its range for the first
time in 2014. After a further customer
survey this was extended in last year,
among other things with an identical
range of polyamide tube clamps. The
addition of individual product sizes
and entire groups of items has reduced demand for special parts and
the associated extra expense.
SERTO offers its customers:
• All DIN 3015 sizes 1 to 7 (Series A) in
polypropylene and polyamide
• Hexagon and hexagon socket screws
• Mounting rail nuts and mounting rails
• Weld-on plates and cover plates

Tube compensators
With the latest product in the
SERTO range, a tube compensator, two tubes can be simply connected together. The ends of the tubes are
fixed by hinge bolt clamps; the centric spline
end can compensate for length differences
of the tubes. The tube compensator is ideal
for use in difficult to access areas of systems,
in which access with a spanner is not possible.
Discover our comprehensive product range.
Enquire about our range of accessories.
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Customer report

On the racetrack

From the concept to final design drawing.
Every potential solution offers advantages,
but it was the version with bent tubes and
angled connections that finally won out.
A simple design with few sealing points,
optimal pressure conditions and sufficient
rigidity.

INDUSTRIES
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with SERTO
The Swiss company Suter Industries AG develops and manufactures high-tech products with a focus on international motorsport.
The company got its start with a slipper clutch that was installed
by leading motorbike manufacturers. Today, amongst others,
they are specialised in the development of entire motorbikes.
Who is Suter?
The name Eskil Suter is known mainly to Swiss
motorbike enthusiasts: For years, he was active
in the motocross sport before he switched to
the road in the 1980s, taking part in European
and world championships. He began his racing career in 1991 as vice European champion of the class up to 250 cm3, with a best
placement of 5th place in 1996 at the Assen
Grand Prix. In 1998, he scored world championship points with a V4 two-cycle engine in
the top class (500 cm3). With this he ended
his active racing career, and now he collects
world championship titles with the company he founded in 1996: three Moto2 (up to
600 cm3) manufacturer world championship
titles (2010–2012) as well as one rider world
championship title (Marc Márquez 2012). Today, Suter provides components for all three
GP classes (250 cm3, 600 cm3, 1000 cm3).
After being a year off the Moto2 Suter’s goal
is to once again celebrate successes in this
class by winning a manufacturer title or, better
still, a rider title. With Dominique Aegerter, the
company has once again obtained a Swiss
rider, who will compete in the world championship races on a Suter beginning in 2017.
SERTO wishes them great success.
What does Suter manufacture?
Suter Industries AG manufactures primarily
prototypes and small series motorbikes, drive
systems and concept vehicles. Great value
is placed here on efficiency as there are few
opportunities for making corrections later. The
designers painstakingly design down to the
last detail, and this focus is reflected in the performance.

What does our cooperation look like?
With the MMX 500 presented at the end
of 2015, Suter is now offering a limited GP
racing motorcycle for private use, based on
the glorious 500s two-stroke MotoGP era. At
576 cm3 and only 129 kg, this two-cycle bike,
also called “The Beast”, delivers 200 HP. It has
completed its baptism by fire at the TT Isle of
Man 2016.
Suter has determined that the V4 engine for
the new MMX 500, which they are developing
in-house, requires optimisation in the area of
the fuel injection system. The existing elaborate
solution is not only too heavy and takes up too
much space, it also exhibits a noticeable pressure drop between the petrol infeed and the
injection nozzle. This is caused by bottlenecks
in the line path. The engine responds strongly
to the injected petrol, which is regulated via the
fuel pressure. The pressure drop in the system
means a loss of power in the engine.
SERTO offered solution proposals for optimisation of the fuel injection system that were discussed and tested together with Suter. The connections were firmly defined, and the system
had to be as rigid and compact as possible.
The engineers of Suter and SERTO decided on
aluminium tubes with a single bend and angled aluminium screw connections. SERTO has
the necessary know-how and experience in
tube manufacturing as well as the right equipment in-house. Another advantage is that our
SERTO field sales agent belongs to the target
group of the new MMX 500. He is a fantastic
motorcycle rider. The shop talk is intense.
A new co-operation project with Suter has already been started in the aviation industry with
aluminium screw connections and oil lines.
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Extract from the range of services
Plumbing unit

Pressure tank

Minimize your work.

Save on components and costs.

Products are pre-assembled, tested,
cleaned and delivered ready to install.
The bundling of kits minimizes the work
for ordering and preparation before
assembly.

Special parts, like special reducers,
have potential for saving space, weight
and costs while minimizing assembly
work and the number of potential
leakage points.

Products
Unions, ball valves, valves, manifolds
and bent tubes made from stainless
steel, tube clamps

Products
Unions, special parts, ready-to-install
components made from stainless steel/
aluminium, tube clamps

Cooling water system

Carriage connection

Relieve purchasing and warehousing.

Enjoy our quality assurance.

Pre-fabricated, stockable and ready-toinstall components allow for orders at
short notice through Kanban or just-intime deliveries, blanket orders for better
prices.
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Products
Unions with tubes/hoses, pre-assembled
with flanges and ball valves made from
stainless
SERTO Uptodate, No 40 – November
2016steel

Frequent certifications and the usual
industry approvals certify a high quality
standard; the ISO 9001 certificate
verifies process-oriented work within the
whole SERTO Group.
Products
Pre-assembled hydraulic tubes with
EN 45545-2 rail qualification, panel
mount unions

of the SERTO Group
Pneumatic lines
(Brake system)

Water cooling in
electronics

Pantograph control system

Fire extinguishing system

Driver’s compartment

Trust in our competence.

Choose the right material.

Save valuable assembly time.

Find your ideal solution.

Take advantage of the large product portfolio.

The latest production systems and
know-how in bending, pressing, turning,
soldering, welding and surface refining
form the basis for the success of the
SERTO Group.

Whether non-ferrous metal, stainless
steel, steel, aluminium or plastics, the
SERTO Group has the experience needed for processing and putting to use
these materials.

Ready-to-install modules simplify planning, logistics and warehouse management significantly. A final inspection
assures the customer that the products
are fully functional.

Tailor-made products, developed
together with the customer on request,
are tested efficiently in the internal test
lab and produced in our production
facilities with a quick turnaround time.

All products of our extensive standard
product range are available from stock.
Radial mounting and dismounting of
SERTO unions is indispensable in confined spaces.

Products
Ready-to-install pipes, modules with bent
tubes, connections made from stainless
steel/aluminium

Products
Unions, manifolds and couplings "Plus"
made from PVDF, plastic hoses, tube
clamps and bend clips

Products
Modules made of brass CV unions,
SERTOflex multilayer tube and supplied
parts

Products
Unions, ball valves, non-return valves,
pre-assembled and ready-to-install
modules

Products
Standard or special parts made from
stainless steel/steel/aluminium, combined in a modular system

Pressure tank

Bogie

Railway coupling

Take advantage of our options.

Rely on us fully.

Optimize your products.

Pre-coated conical threads are ideal
for ensuring a high level of tightness
and safety. Alternative forms and
materials for sealing are also
available.

After an in-depth consultation, the
SERTO Group will guide the project
from A to Z and handle, as needed,
construction, manufacturing, assembly
and all logistics until installation.

Project managers of the SERTO Group
assist customers with analysis and
optimization of their products to simplify
manufacturing processes and reduce
costs.

Products
Adjustable unions and bent tubes made
from stainless steel, coated threads,
ball valves

Products
Pipe systems made from stainless steel/
steel/aluminium, tube clamps
for securing tubes

Products
Stainless-steel-braided PTFE hoses,
single banjos made from
stainless steel/steel

SERTO Production

SERTO Group offers more

Quality control begins

With the SERTO and EXMAR brands, the SERTO Group is your
qualified partner for everything that has to be transported,
distributed and regulated. We support you from the idea all
the way to installation, from the prototype to production
readiness, from individual articles to large series. For all your
needs – SERTO.
Standard product range
• SERTO radial union system made from
stainless steel 1.4571, steel, brass, aluminium, PVDF, PA and special materials
on request (including Hastelloy®)
• EXMAR DIN unions made from stainless
steel 1.4571
• Valves, ball valves, couplings, manifolds,
tubes and hoses
• Accessories from tube clamps and bend
clips to assembly tools
Options
• Special cleaning options and thread
coatings
• Bent tubes
• Ready-to-fit pipes
• Pre-assembled modules, even with
third-party parts
Services
• Timely and project-based deliveries
• Assembly and product training on-site or
at SERTO
• CAD Library and Online Shop
• Project planning and engineering
• Worldwide distribution network

Fully automatic saws
• For tube diameters of 2 to 15 mm,
6 to 90 mm
Automatic deburring machine
• For tube diameters of 6 to 90 mm
Automatic bending machines
• For tube diameters of 2 to 10 mm,
6 to 25 mm, 20 to 60 mm
• For tube lengths of 60 to 6000 mm
• With loading magazine

Optical measurement

• Large network of partners, metalworking
experts with specific certifications
Our engineers in the Systems Department
develop, design and build customer-specific
solutions. From special parts all the way to
entire tube systems. Contact us for product
implementation and optimisation.
Microscope

Tactile measurement

Thread gauge, side marked in green:
the thread meets the standard /side
marked in red:
the thread does not meet the standard

with the receipt of goods
With their measurement results, our people in the incoming goods
inspection department decide on the acceptance or rejection of
deliveries every day. Their verdict is the basis for the high quality
of SERTO products. The inspections primarily concern the dimensions and threads of the supplied goods. Once they have given
their OK, there are no unexpected surprises during assembly.
Every day, trucks arrive at our loading bay
in Frauenfeld in order to deliver goods. On
especially busy days, it is like a beehive. The
components mainly come from SERTO's own
production facilities or from external suppliers for further machining or assembly. In the
course of a year, far more than 10,000 items
are delivered.
How do we inspect?
Our quality assurance starts with the inspection of incoming goods for all components
and assemblies which are delivered. Specially trained SERTO employees inspect the
components according to defined random
sample testing plans. The components are
only released for further use if the inspection
of random samples does not show any faults
or deviations. Commercial parts are visually
inspected. In case of a change of supplier
and new samples we fully inspect all of the
dimensions and functions. An initial sample
report for these is archived.
What do we use for inspection?
The SERTO incoming goods department is
equipped with a wide range of mechanical
and optical testing and measuring equipment. With this, all of the measurements can
be carried out with the required precision.
Among other things, plug gauges are used
to quickly check internal diameters; a profile
projector or a microscope is used to assess
machining residues in (transverse) holes; a
CNC 3D measuring machine for high precision and complex optical and tactile measurement, vast quantities of thread gauges or
ring gauges for measuring threads; a spring
measuring device for tension and compression springs, as well as a roughness depth
measuring device.

To ensure that no errors can creep in, our
employees are regularly trained in the use of
the measuring equipment, either in-house or
directly by the manufacturer. All testing and
measuring equipment is registered in a database for the specific location and is subjected to regular monitoring.
What do we inspect?
The relevant technical drawings, as well as
the other applicable SERTO factory standards form the basis for inspection of incoming goods. From these, we derive a testing
plan for the specific components, which
forms the basis for the incoming goods inspection. The number of random samples
and the test equipment which is to be used
are also clearly specified.
What happens in case of deviations?
The colleagues generate a complaint report
for each faulty delivery. The reports are
saved in a database and are used for assessment of the supplier. In the form of a «division of power» our Technical Manager decides whether the delivery is to be rejected,
reworked or is given special approval subject to conditions. Faulty products are stored
in an inaccessible quarantine store and are
thus protected from unauthorised access.
Over the past years we have found that quality has continually increased and that there
are almost no complaints due to quality defects. We believe that the reason for this is
the traceability of moulded parts. Because
of this, we could take effective measures in
case of complaints and improve the quality
from the relevant suppliers.
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SERTO Inside

Breeding animals
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a lifelong dream
Knowledge, time, love and money are needed to keep pets
properly. To breed animals privately, you need passion. And
a great deal of knowledge, time and love, as well as experience and instinct. If this does not involve normal cuddly pets,
but rather birds or snakes, you also need an understanding
environment.
Karl-Heinz Heilmann
Purchasing SERTO Group – Bird breeder
For more than 12 years, Mr. Heilmann has
been the purchaser for special components
of all types with SERTO AG. He is responsible for customised components for the
SERTO Systems division, all of the tubes,
seals and springs, and has become an expert for everything which is "not routine". Mr.
Heilmann travels a long way to his work in
Frauenfeld, from his paradise near Lake Constance with a view of the Swiss Alps.
Mr. Heilmann was given his first budgerigar
during his school days. Since then, birds
have been a fixed part of his life. Before he
moved to Switzerland more than 25 years
ago he mainly bred budgerigars and cockatiels. In those days his grey-green budgerigars won prizes at local bird exhibitions.
They were beautiful, large birds, nice to look
at, a pride for the breeder, but far from their
natural form. Due to the strict quarantine
regulations, Mr. Heilmann left his birds in
Germany. He now breeds quieter birds in
their natural form: Sierra Parakeets, canaries
and Chinese Blue Quails. Together with his
society, Mr. Heilmann presents his birds to
the public and sells the young birds to other
enthusiasts. He is no longer concerned with
the most beautiful birds, but rather with natural and healthy birds. In summer, there are
sometimes 20 birds in his aviaries; in winter
there are only the breeding pairs. These can
live for up to 10 years, and during this time
Mr. Heilmann becomes so fond of them that
they have names, just like family members.
For example, there is Isabel and a wonderful
singer, Giovanni. This is what Mr. Heilmann
enjoys in his small paradise.

Heinz Wüst
Logistic SERTO AG – Snake breeder
Mr. Wüst has worked in our logistics department for 8 years. He is responsible for the
management of the high bay warehouse, for
storage, prompt supply of materials, for filling the component containers at our assembly stations and for stocktaking. Mr. Wüst
books all movements in our SAP system, the
lifeline of the company.
15 years ago he visited a reptile fair by
chance, and since then he has been so fascinated by snakes that he breeds them. He
enjoys giving these animals the right conditions for living and breeding. This includes
lovingly planted and heated terrariums,
as well as a humid climate. His viviparous
boas and egg-laying pythons normally live
in the sub-tropics and need to feel at home
with him. Mr. Wüst has 10 breeding pairs
of these two species of constrictors; in winter, about 15 adults live in his cellar and in
summer, with the young animals, up to 50
snakes. The pairs are kept separate, because
the males would attack each other during the
mating season. Mr. Wüst also breeds mice.
As food. Since the demand for snakes has
greatly reduced due to more stringent regulations for keeping and breeding them, has
also reduced their population. Mr. Wüst also
exhibits his snakes to school classes, where
they delight the children.
Mr. Wüst's has promised his family that his
snakes and lizards will remain in the cellar.
Only a monitor lizard has managed to reach
the living area.
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News
Dear customers and business associates,
This year was a year of jubilees:
exhibition. These included new cusSuccessful participation at the
tomers, which we were able to conInnoTrans in Berlin
That was a great exhibition! We vince about our products and services.
scored with our conspicuous stand
design and were THE attraction for
visitors to our hall. A train displaying
our products ran across the stand,
with alpine scenery above it. We
therefore had a little piece of Switzerland with us. And, we were able to
show where our products are already
used. See for yourself: You can find
the train on the centre pages of this
magazine.
Many visitors stopped to look at this
eye catcher and came to our stand.
We were pleased to greet more than
100 contacts on each day of the
Model steam locomotives from
Bavaria
The company Wimmer Maschinenbau in Übersee, Bavaria has a business sector which demands great
passion: detailed replicas of steam
locomotives for gardens and theme
parks. The aim and the challenge is
to make the models both technically and visually true to the original
as possible. A great deal of expert
knowledge, patience and inventiveness is necessary to build a working
model from the old plans.
This all started with a garden railway
which was ordered by a grandson of
the Porsche family. He wanted children to have fun in his garden. The
first steam locomotive was lovingly
hand-crafted by Wimmer. It pulls up
to 8 carriages for 25 adults or 30
children.

and built a 1:5 scale «LAG 64» steam
locomotive according to drawings
from Krauss Maffei, Munich. SERTO
brass and stainless steel unions are
used both in the steam generator as
well as in the various brake lines in
the steam locomotive. The design of
the small unions fits in very well with
the overall appearance of the model
locomotive.
In the photo, Wolfgang Wimmer
proudly presents his new steam locomotive.

In 1956, exactly 60 years ago, our
SERTO tube joint system was developed
and launched on the market under the
name SERTO. Since then our compression ferrule union is a fixed term in many
industries.
In 1976, our subsidiary EXMAR GmbH
was founded. EXMAR celebrated its
40th anniversary in October. Since
2002, EXMAR has been a member of
the SERTO Group and we both benefit
from each other.
Our new Chinese branche has just
opened, EXMAR China Ltd. The warehouse is filled, the CCS Certificate has
arrived and we already have good orders. We continue to believe in our opportunities, because we are convinced
about our products and services.
I was also able to celebrate a round-numbered birthday and am making this
the occasion to reduce my workload
to 60 % beginning of next year. I will
continue to be available to SERTO AG
with my knowledge and many years’
experience.
I have passed a part of my responsibilities to Andreas Mühlthaler, who has prepared himself for this task over the past
years. He will greet you in the next issue
in my place.
At the end of the year I wish you a
Merry Christmas and a happy and successful New Year 2017 and all the best
for your professional and private future.
Thank you for your good cooperation
and loyalty. I would like to say goodbye
and hope that you will enjoy our latest
issue of Uptodate.

A garden railway is now in operation
on the Wimmer factory premises.

Sincerely

SERTO was able to help the company with an order: Wimmer developed
Masthead
Visual concept: Hochformat GmbH, Winterthur
Layout, Design, Editors: Alexandra Kuhn, Kathrin
Hellwig, Michael Busch
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Contact Switzerland (Headquarters):
SERTO AG, CH-8500 Frauenfeld
info-ch@serto.com
www.serto.com
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Umberto Dünki
CEO SERTO AG

